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Abstract
The everyday consumption of household goods is a
significant source of environmental pollution. The
increase of online shopping affords an opportu-
nity to provide consumers with actionable feed-
back on the social and environmental impact of
potential purchases, at the exact moment when it
is relevant. Unfortunately, consumers are inun-
dated with ambiguous sustainability information.
For example, greenwashing can make it difficult
to identify environmentally friendly products. The
highest-quality options, such as Life Cycle Assess-
ment (LCA) scores or tailored impact certificates
(e.g., environmentally friendly tags), designed for
assessing the environmental impact of consump-
tion, are ineffective in the setting of online shop-
ping. They are simply too costly to provide a feasi-
ble solution when scaled up, and often rely on data
from self-interested market players. We contribute
an analysis of this online environment, exploring
how the dynamic between sellers and consumers
surfaces claims and concerns regarding sustainable
consumption. In order to better provide informa-
tion to consumers, we propose a machine learning
method that can discover signals of sustainability
from these interactions. Our method, SUSTAIN-
ABLESIGNALS, is a first step in scaling up the pro-
vision of sustainability cues to online consumers.

1 Introduction
Household consumption behavior triggers a multitude of eco-
nomic activities along the supply chain of each product and
service, which subsequently involves the use of resources and
the release of emissions. A 2015 study found that the pro-
duction and use of household goods and services consump-
tion were responsible for 60 percent of global greenhouse gas
emissions and 50% to 80% of total land, material, and wa-
ter use [Ivanova et al., 2016]. Increasingly, retail activities
including search, comparisons, and purchases are occurring
online [Jaller and Pahwa, 2020; Smith and Anderson, 2016],
where the convenience of online features, such as same-day
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shipping, comes at a heavy cost to environmental sustainabil-
ity [Jaller and Pahwa, 2020]. As more people around the
world enter the middle class and move their shopping habits
online, the problem is worsening. Consequently, reducing the
environmental impact of household consumption is crucial to
reach the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (Goal
n.12; n.13). The problem has gained attention from pol-
icy makers as well. The European Commission conducted a
study in preparation for new legislation, assessing 150 claims
about products’ environmental characteristics and concluded
that 53% of them contained vague, misleading, or unfounded
information, and 40% of them were unsubstantiated, defining
these claims as a form of greenwashing [Abnett, 2023].

Determining the environmental impact of a product is a
time-intensive and expensive endeavor. Typically, this is done
with a life-cycle assessment (LCA), where a product’s im-
pact is evaluated from cradle-to-grave (amongst other vari-
ants). Unfortunately, LCA procedures are complex, time-
consuming, and costly. To affect household consumption at
scale, one needs to generate relevant and reliable information
about a large and growing set of products, across product cat-
egories. Previous attempts, like third-party certification sys-
tems, are often abused and are likewise dependent on domain
experts [Brad et al., 2018].

In the absence of an LCA, we ask, given a set of scores
of products’ sustainability, can an algorithm learn to predict
these scores from noisy online signals, like reviews and prod-
uct descriptions? As these are both textual signals, we wonder
how well large language models (LLMs) can perform in this
setting. To the extent to which online signals can be used to
label products in terms of climate and social responsibility,
they can assist more in-depth LCA systems by focusing at-
tention on products that are difficult to label, providing more
knowledge to consumers in years to come.

Consumers infer product quality, when such quality is not
easily observable, by processing multiple-quality cues in the
environment [Akdeniz et al., 2013]. Yet, inferring the sus-
tainability of a product in an online environment is even more
challenging. First, the online environment includes adversar-
ial and conflicting sources of information. Sellers can post
claims about a product, including photos and descriptions.
On the other hand, previous buyers can counter these claims
through ratings and reviews. It is not immediately clear which
components, if any, of this exchange will be useful for the
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task of inferring sustainability signals. Second, the online
environment is controlled by a third-party platform, which
might mask or boost signals of quality according to its own
profit maximization strategy [Farronato et al., 2023]. Third,
sustainability quality specifically, is difficult to infer as it re-
flects an externality problem. That is costs are not directly
internalized in the price of the product and by the manufac-
turer, but are instead sustained by society at large over multi-
ple generations [Hardin, 1968].

Our Contributions. To study how different signals in the
online environment can be used to infer sustainability in-
formation we investigate a sample of products from Ama-
zon.com. We separately explored sellers’ claims of sustain-
ability in product descriptions and consumers’ reviews, to
disentangle potentially contradicting signals. For detecting
environmental claims we used a pre-trained model and an-
notated text of environmental claims made by publicly listed
firms [Stammbach et al., 2022], while for the consumers’ re-
views, we developed a new annotation task to explore what
aspects of sustainability are important to consumers. In the
last stage, we train a LLM to predict the sustainability score
of products from the Amazon environment using labeled data
from public resources. We make our tools accessible to re-
searchers and activists interested in the field 1.

1.1 Online Shopping Dataset
Throughout this paper, we utilize a dataset of online con-
sumer goods. We collect information from the product page,
including full-text descriptions, all reviews appearing on the
first page, prices, and ratings. Our dataset contains this prod-
uct information and a sustainability score for 9512 prod-
ucts listed on Amazon.com. In contrast to prior work which
has only concentrated on a single product type, the prod-
ucts in this dataset are distributed across four categories:
BABY PRODUCTS, BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE, HEALTH
& HOUSEHOLD, and HOME & KITCHEN. The sustainability
scores capture a range of concerns: Health Impacts, Product
Durability, Product Materials, and Product Packaging. We
believe this dataset is large enough to inform foundational
work into the feasibility inferring product sustainability on-
line at scale. In future work, we are exploring broadening
this dataset to cover new categories, and on developing an
open-source tool where contributors can update sustainabil-
ity criteria.

2 Environmental Claims
In response to consumers’ environmental concerns, as
well as pressure from other sources, such as the media,
academia, stockholders, and government [Shevchenko et al.,
2016], companies are increasingly incorporating environmen-
tal claims into their marketing materials [Clementino and
Perkins, 2021; de Freitas Netto et al., 2020b]. When fac-
tual and relevant, these claims can be useful indications of
environmental sustainability. However, many of these claims
may be examples of greenwashing [de Freitas Netto et al.,

1Code available at:
https://github.com/Sabina321/sustainable_signals.

2020a] which use information asymmetry to the advantage
of the firm, providing signals which might not be particularly
relevant to the consumer and our analysis. Here, our goal is to
use an open-source claims classifier to explore the prevalence
of claims in our dataset.

The European Commission (EC) defines claims as fol-
lows: Environmental claims refer to the practice of suggest-
ing or otherwise creating the impression (in the context of a
commercial communication, marketing or advertising) that a
product or a service is environmentally friendly (i.e., it has a
positive impact on the environment) or is less damaging to the
environment than competing goods or services.2 In the con-
text of consumers’ increasing willingness to pay for environ-
mentally friendly products[Nielsen Media Research, 2015],
sellers’ boasting about environmental credentials can also be
regarded as a selling point[de Freitas Netto et al., 2020a].

To identity claims we utilize an opensource dataset and
classifer [Stammbach et al., 2022]. This claims classifier was
trained on 3K claims made by European firms, particularly
in finance. Each claim was annotated by 16 human experts
as being an environmental claim or not. For each product we
pass each sentence in the description through the classifier.
We then perform max pooling to combine the resulting sen-
tence level embeddings. This results in a single embedding
for each product description which is passed through the fi-
nal layer of the claims classifier, delivering a probability of a
claim. Any description with a final probability greater than .5
is labeled as containing a claim.

In contrast to the original setting of finance, we are in-
terested in the claims made in product marketing. This set-
ting will naturally vary from the setting of financial firm
claims. One key difference is that the product claims tend
to be shorter, and may be sort phrases rather than the full
sentences explored in the claims dataset. Thus, while we uti-
lize this high quality and publically available data to explore
claims in the setting of product marketing, we were cautious
that some claims were bound to be lost in translation between
the two settings. However, we see in Figure 1 that the claims
discovered by this classifier seem reasonable.

• Negative Examples (No Environmental Claims Found)

– MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - We think you’re going to love this White Clas-
sic Hospital bed Sheets as much as we do! But in case you don’t, you are
covered by our 30 day, no questions adked, money back guarantee. We want
our customers to be 100% happy.

– FAMILI ESSENTIAL - Of course adults can use as well. A variety of functions
to make life more convenient.

• Environmental Claim Examples

– BRAND PRODUCTS - brand products are made from quality raw materials
with minimal wastage at every step of production. With the goal of achieving
a neutral carbon footprint, please recylce and help leave Mother Earth better
off for future generations.

– Guilt-free delivery: These environmentally-friendly bamboo paper towels ar-
rive in a 100% post-consumer recycled box. Every part of the packaging is
plastic-free and compostable (even the box tape!). And we 2x offset all carbon
emissions from transportation.

Figure 1: The presence and absence of environmental claims.

2From the Commission Staff Working Document, Guidance on
the implementation/application of Directive 2005/29/EC on Unfair
Commercial practices, Brussels, 3 December 2009 SEC(2009) 1666.
See section 2.5 on misleading environmental claims.
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Figure 2: Keywords in environmental claims.

Using the claims classifier we found that of a total of 9512
products in our dataset, 1055 are considered to have envi-
ronmental claims in their descriptions. We disclose common
keywords from these claims in Figure 2. We caution that the
high prevelance of environmental claims in our dataset is not
representative of the online shopping marketplace. However,
it does support our hypothesis that as customers parse product
claims when making purchasing decisions, they must make
sense of environmental claims and weigh these claims against
other signals of sustainability.

3 Environmental Concerns
Do consumers think about the environment when they make
online purchases? While concern over sustainability has risen
over time [Szabo and Webster, 2021; Román-Augusto et al.,
2022], this may not translate to a quotidian concern over
the health of the environment when reviewing a product pur-
chase. Online reviews are a novel source of large data to mine
for insights into consumer behavior [Archak et al., 2011;
Jain et al., 2021]. We offer a unique study into concerns over
sustainable consumption, adding to a limited body of knowl-
edge [Brazytė et al., 2017; El Dehaibi et al., 2019]. Here, we
explore the following questions a) do consumers bring up the
environment in their reviews either directly or through rele-
vant related topics? b) do they tend to bring up the environ-
ment when they are satisfied or dissatisfied with a product? c)
in what granular context do they bring up the environment?

To address these questions we designed an annotation task
and recruited knowledgeable students to annotate consumer
product reviews, in a process described in Section 3.1. Be-
fore embarking on this study we first used off-the-shelf topic
modeling tools to explore whether environmental topics ap-
peared to be present in the reviews. This initial exploration
yielded the presence of the following topics: materials, per-
ceived sustainability, quality, and health. To verify these top-
ics and discover topics that might only appear to someone
with domain knowledge, we turned to human annotators.

3.1 Study Design
We created an online annotation task where annotators com-
plete the following subtasks for each review:

ST1 Determine if the review contains terms relevant to sus-
tainability.

ST2 Determine whether the review appears to be authentic.

ST3 Determine if the reviewer’s expectations of the product
were met.

ST4 Determine if the reviewer mentions fine-grained en-
vironment concerns of: product materials,health im-
pacts, product durability, product packaging.

ST5 For each fine-grained concern determine which words
and phrases are used, and if the reviewer is expressing
a positive or negative sentiment with these words and
phrases.

Screening Task. Before sending annotators the primary an-
notation task we ask that they complete a training tutorial. At
the end of the tutorial they complete a short quiz. All an-
notators who do not pass the quiz are not asked to complete
the annotations. The tutorial describes each task in detail and
steps annotators through several examples for each subtask.
The short quiz contains 12 questions and covers all types of
subtasks described above. A passing score is assigned if 9
questions are answered correctly.

Recruitment. All annotators are graduate students from
relevant backgrounds (environmental science and/or a pro-
gram in sustainability) and have taken at least one core course
in their program. Annotators were reimbursed at an estimated
rate of $18 / hour. This study was deemed unregulated by an
IRB, as annotators are not being studied, but only completing
an annotation task 3.

Sampling Reviews. Our total dataset contains 68,390 re-
views. To select reviews for annotation we set up the fol-
lowing sampling scheme. We prepared a keyword list which
contains ∼170 keywords which are relevant to sustainability,
and then counted the keywords in each review. If a review
contains more than 3 keywords, we then labeled this review
as potentially relevant to sustainability. Approximately 8,300
reviews fit this description. We then randomly sampled 700
reviews from the 8,300 potentially relevant reviews and sam-
pled 300 reviews from all the non-relevant reviews respec-
tively, and combined them together to form the review pool
for the annotation task.

Implementation Details. Both the screening task and the
primary annotation task are deployed on Qualtrics. We dis-
tributed the training tutorial to 33 annotators and 24 of them
passed the screening quiz. Each annotator was asked to anno-
tate 6-7 sections of reviews. For each section we replaced the
last review with the first review to check annotators’ attention.
If an annotator annotated the same review inconsistently, their
responses for that block were discarded.

Annotated Dataset. To guarantee the reliability of the ob-
tained annotations, we check the inter-rater agreement within
each section. Out of 50 sections, there are 7 sections without
any annotation due to the attention check; besides, 15 sections
have annotations from one annotator, 11 sections have anno-
tations from two annotators with an average agreement score
of 0.432, 11 sections have annotations from three annotators
with an average agreement score of 0.183, and 4 sections have
annotations from four annotators with an average agreement

3Exempt determination made by University of Michigan IRB.
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of 0.453. We used majority vote if the annotators have a dis-
agreement on the same question. This results in annotations
for 794 reviews.

3.2 Study Results: Environmental Concerns

For our purposes it was useful to bias our sample towards re-
views likely to be relevant to sustainability. We found that
approximately 40% of all annotated reviews were deemed
relevant to sustainability. As a result of our sampling, this
number is likely to be unrepresentative of all reviews online.
However, it suggests that consumers do voice concerns over
the environmental impact of their purchases online.

To obtain a more realistic estimate of the overall presence
of these concerns, we trained a predictive model to classify
reviews as potentially relevant to sustainability or not. The
input to the model was a bag-of-words representation of the
reviews, and the output was a binary label of relevant to sus-
tainability or not. We chose the optimal hyper-parameters
using the model’s precision in order to arrive at the most con-
servative estimate of whether a review is relevant to sustain-
ability. Then, using this model to infer relevance to sustain-
ability for the remaining reviews, we found that roughly 15%
were predicted to be potentially relevant to sustainability.

Next, we calculated the positive-negative ratio in each topic
(Figure 3) by counting the number of positive and negative
highlighted words in each topic respectively. From Figure 3
we can infer that consumers tend to have positive sentiments
while commenting on topics like product materials, health
impacts and product durability; in contrast, people are more
likely to give negative comments while discussing product
packaging.

We then plotted the distributions for highlighted words of
four topics in different categories in Figure 4. We found
that a majority of consumers’ concerns towards sustainabil-
ity focus on the product materials across all categories. Be-
sides, consumers tend to pay more attention to health impacts
while purchasing products within the BEAUTY & PERSONAL
CARE category. Another interesting finding is that when pur-
chasing products in the BABY PRODUCTS category, concerns
over packaging are relatively diminished. Instead, shoppers
are more interested in product materials (e.g. whether the ma-
terials are harmful) and health impacts (e.g. whether children
may be sensitive to the products).

Table 1 shows relevant keywords within each product cat-
egory and environmental concern. The product categories
of materials, durability and packaging, all offer straightfor-
ward interpretations. Annotators marked words to do with
poor materials, durability and packaging as revealing nega-
tive sentiment, and words to do with specific environmental
keywords such as organic, durable, and minimal packaging as
expressing positive sentiment. Health concerns can activate
consumers concern for sustainability, as there is a belief that
environmentally friendly products are safer [Kim and Seock,
2009]. These highlighted words illuminate this phenomenon,
showing phrases such as chemical free were frequently used
positively, whereas negative phrases illuminate consumers’
health concerns such as hormonal disorders.
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Figure 3: Across three of the four topics positive sentiment is more
common than negative. The exception is product packaging, which
consumers tend to bring up in a more negative context.

4 Conflicting Signals: Claims vs Concerns
An open question is whether or not the reviews can serve
as a counterweight to environmental marketing claims. To
test this we inspect the correlation between the sustainability
score and the sentiment of the reviews for each product for
which a claim is present in the description. We find a weak
correlation between the sentiment (where 1 is positive and 0 is
negative) and the sustainability score when a claim is present
4, of 0.043. As these reviews may be unrelated to sustain-
ability, we also constructed a rough sentiment score using the
dataset described in Section 3.1. We first construct two sets,
one of all of the words the annotators tagged as being neg-
atively related to sustainability, and one of all the words de-
scribed as being positively related to sustainability. We then
compute a ratio of the number of negative words across all re-
views to the number of positive words across all reviews for
each product.

In Figure 5, we see that as the ratio increases the sustain-
ability score decreases. This is true regardless of whether a
claim is present, i.e. claims do not mask the signal from re-
views. This suggests that we can mine the information in
customer reviews to serve as a counterpoint to the claims that
companies make.

5 Inferring Sustainability Scores
Our goal is to solve the regression task of inferring a prod-
uct’s sustainability score given easily obtainable product fea-
tures and category information. Given a dataset of D =
{(x1, y1, c1), . . . , (xN , yN , cN )} where yi is a sustainability
score ∈ [0, 10], xi belongs to a multimodal feature space X
which depends on the available data, and ci represents a prod-
uct category from C = {c1, . . . ck}, our goal is to learn a func-
tion f : (X , C) → Rd. Alternatively, we consider the goal
of inferring sustainability labels without product categories
f : X → Rd. In this setting, each xi contains subcompo-
nents (xr

i , x
d
i ). Each xr

i is a product review and each xd
i is a

4To compute sentiment we used the package Flair [Akbik et al.,
2019]
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Sentiment Topic Frequent Highlighted Words

Positive Product Materials natural, ingredients, organic, quality
Health Impacts chemical free, sensitive, safe, gentle
Product Durability long lasting, durable, strong, time
Product Packaging packaged well, less waste, minimal pack-

aging
Negative Product Materials chemicals, rough feeling, poor quality,

cheap
Health Impacts burning, harsh, hormonal disorders, neuro-

toxin
Product Durability broken, brittle, plastic, rubbish
Product Packaging plastic, broken, leaked, glass

Table 1: Discovered topics pertaining to sustainability in product reviews. Each topic’s assigned category is in the far right column.
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Figure 4: Distributions of four topics within each category.
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Figure 5: As the reviews increase in negativity, the sustainability
score decreases, even in the presence of claims.

product description. Each product belongs to a single product
category.

Large Language Models
Our approach is agnostic to the exact large language model
deployed, allowing us to experiment with different choices.
For example, a natural choice for this setting may be CLI-
MATEBERT[Webersinke et al., 2022], as it was developed for
somewhat relevant tasks related to climate change. Addition-
ally, we evaluate our approach on the state-of-the-art models
DISTILBERT[Sanh et al., 2019], and DISTILROBERTA[Liu

et al., 2019; Sanh et al., 2019].
Webersinke et al. utilized a domain-adaptive technique

and proposed CLIMATEBERT, a transformer-based language
model pretrained on 2 million paragraphs of climate-related
texts from sources such as common news, research articles,
and climate reporting. Their model has remarkable achieve-
ments on various climate-related tasks such as text classifica-
tion, sentiment analysis, and fact checking

DISTILBERT exploits recent developments in deep neu-
ral network (DNN) language models. DISTILBERT builds
on the recent advances of applying transfer learning and deep
neural networks to Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks.
The DNNs can then be used with either no additional training,
or with some customization on a specific dataset. While addi-
tional training is preferable, retraining large language models
can be computationally expensive [Wu et al., 2019]. DISTIL-
BERT offers a lightweight version of BERT [Devlin et al.,
2018] which can be updated with new data more efficiently.

DISTILROBERTA is a process for training BERT which re-
sults in a new large language model. While much of the struc-
ture is the same as BERT, the authors of DISTILROBERTA
have shown that by training for a long time and on large
batches of data, their pre-trained model can outperform BERT
on many NLP tasks.

We propose SUSTAINABLESIGNALS, a method which uti-
lizes on LLMs to extract sustainable signals from product
descriptions and customer reviews. These LLMs should be
complex enough to learn from even conflicting signals, a hy-
pothesis we explore in Section 6. SUSTAINABLESIGNALS
is able to fine-tune predictions to specific product categories,
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Figure 6: Architecture for SUSTAINABLESIGNALS. Note that each
oi will travel along exactly one path.

while exploiting textual similarities across them.
In SUSTAINABLESIGNALS, we pass both descriptions and

reviews into their own pretrained LLM layer each of which
outputs a fine-tuned embedding. We concatenate the tex-
tual representations before passing them through Dropout and
Relu layers. At this point, we form an intermediate represen-
tation oi. This oi shares information across the four prod-
uct categories in a global embedding. Before predicting the
score for each product, we learn a category-aware representa-
tion. This allows us to express the variance we observe in cor-
relations between sustainability and different features across
product categories. For example, many products in both the
BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE and BABY PRODUCTS cat-
egories contain similar chemicals which can have negative
health and environmental impacts. Thus, for each xi the label
yi depends on ci:

yi =


baby(oi), if ci ≡ BABY PRODUCTS

beauty(oi), if ci ≡ BEAUTY & PERSONAL CARE

health(oi), if ci ≡ HEALTH & HOUSEHOLD

kitchen(oi), if ci ≡ HOME & KITCHEN

where each of the category blocks consist of two fully con-
nected linear layers, and the number of inner nodes depends
on the category.

6 Experiments
To test the ability of a machine learning model to infer
whether a product is sustainable, we utilized an openly avail-
able product sustainability score, called a Finch score. Finch
has developed a plugin for Amazon, scoring products in terms
of sustainability from 0 to 10. However, we found in prac-
tice that the scores follow a Normal distribution with most
(25%-50%) of the scores being in the range of 5-7. As this
was the most comprehensive dataset we could find for prod-
ucts (rather than brands), we focus our attention on the online

MSE
Baseline 1.173
Lasso 0.848
Gradient Boosting 0.818
NOCATE(RB) 0.776
NOCATE(CB) 0.763
NOCATE(DB) 0.756
SUSTAINABLESIGNALS(RB) 0.762
SUSTAINABLESIGNALS(CB) 0.753
SUSTAINABLESIGNALS(DB) 0.736

Table 2: We see that the deep learning models achieve the highest
performance, and that incorporating a category-aware representation
yields the best results. Our approach performs the best with DISTIL-
BERT, yielding a statistically significant improvement (paired t-test,
p < .05) over Gradient Boosting and Lasso.

Avg. True Score Avg. Predicted Score Avg. MSE

Has claims High word ratio 6.32 6.49 0.63
Low word ratio 7.11 6.95 0.74

No claims High word ratio 6.05 6.07 0.67
Low word ratio 6.28 6.39 0.81

Table 3: High/low word ratio refers to a higher/lower than the me-
dian ratio of negative to positive sustainability relevant key words
across all reviews for this product.

marketplace of Amazon.com, a reasonable choice given it’s
online popularity.

Comparators. We compared our proposed approach to
several machine learning models, here we show the two with
the best performance: Lasso and Gradient Boosting. We
also compare SUSTAINABLESIGNALS to NOCATE, a deep
learning model which does not differentiate between prod-
uct categories. and report the performance of predicting
the average score for each product (Baseline). Our pro-
posed method depends on large language models, and we ex-
periment with three variations: DISTILROBERTA(RB), CLI-
MATEBERT(CB), and DISTILBERT(DB).

Implementation. We perform 5 fold cross-validation to
search over the hyperparameters. Here, we search over
the number of nodes for each category specific block.
For each block we try either 512 or 768 inner nodes.
We also choose the learning rate for the deep learning
models during the validation stage, searching over the
values of [.00001, .0001, .001, .01, .1, 1]. For the base-
lines we also searched over the learning rate, and for
the GradientBoostedRegressor the number of estimators
([1, 50, 100]), and for the Lasso Regression the coefficient al-
pha ([.001, .01, .1, 1, 10, 100, 1000]). All results in in Table 2
are on the final held out test set which comprises 10% of the
dataset with 952 labeled products. All experiments are run
with 8 24 GB Nvidia GPUs. Each of the large language mod-
els was implemented in Hugging Face [Wolf et al., 2020],
and all of the deep learning was done in PyTorch [Paszke et
al., 2019]. Here, we favored lighter-weight language models,
however, fine-tuning the LLM models comprised the majority
of the computational burden for our approach.

Conflicting Signals and Error Heterogeneity. A con-
cern with this problem setting is that models will over-rely
on companies’ claims, assigning overly-optimistic scores to
products companies advertise as environmentally friendly.
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Overall, we find that the model has a positive bias, even in
the absence of claims. As we found in Section 4, the cus-
tomer reviews can serve as a counterweight to these claims.
We see in Table 3 that SUSTAINABLESIGNALS, learns to use
these reviews as well, not only producing more conservative
sustainability estimates, but reducing error.

7 Discussion
We begin by analyzing two potentially conflicting sources
of sustainability signals, environmental claims and concerns.
Environmental claims are present in roughly 10% of all prod-
uct descriptions, and it is not uncommon for reviews to con-
tain environmental concerns. Some reviews counter the prod-
uct’s claims, particularly in the fine-grained subjects of dura-
bility and packaging, where consumers most often voice that
products are not durable and that the packaging is not sus-
tainable. We hope that our initial study into environmental
concerns can serve as a reference point for future work, and
stress that such work should be conducted longitudinally, to
measure changing attitudes towards the environment in gen-
eral, and sustainable consumption in particular.

Additionally, we investigate the extent to which a machine
learning model can learn to infer sustainability scores in this
online environment. We find that the average MSE is less than
1 when using our proposed model SUSTAINABLESIGNALS.
This is a promising first result, showing that in general the
inferred score is close to the true score. However, there is
much to be explored in future work. While a deep learning
model reduces the MSE by 10% over a classic model and
by 37% over the simplest baseline, future improvements can
likely further boost performance gains.

8 Contributions to Related Work
Given the potential impact of AI systems towards reducing
the environmental burden of consumption, there is relatively
little work in this area. Existing work falls in several cat-
egories: mining sustainability cues from online data, infer-
ring sustainability labels and integrating machine learning
into the LCA process. These approaches are challenged by
the availability of high quality ground truth sustainability la-
bels. When the goal is to inform LCA or product design it
is not clear if online data sources can provide the requisite
fine-grained data on a product’s attributes and life-cycle.

Mining Sustainability Cues From Online Data. El De-
haibi et al. discover sustainability perceptions from product
reviews and find that consumers’ perceptions of sustainabil-
ity are not necessarily grounded in fact. Their work is an im-
portant contribution towards understanding consumer percep-
tions with reviews, however, they consider only one type of
product. Our work spans product categories and uses the sig-
nal from reviews to infer overall sustainability scores. Simi-
larly, [Saidani et al., 2021] propose online reviews as a source
of information for informing product design.

Inferring Sustainability Labels in Online Settings. There
is limited work inferring product sustainability in online set-
tings. One approach uses a probabilistic model to infer latent
sustainability scores for Amazon grocery products [Tomkins

et al., 2018]. However, they do not use labeled data and are
restricted to a single product category, while also requiring
proprietary shopping history. Kauffmann et al. utilize NLP
techniques to classify products based on positive/neutral/neg-
ative sentiment features [Kauffmann et al., 2019]. However,
their work focus on inferring sentiment from reviews in the
online market for cell phones only, without directly predict-
ing sustainable features. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no existing AI approach which can predict sustainability
scores for multiple categories. Existing approaches rely on
generally proprietary data from a single domain, for example
fashion or food products. In contrast, we develop a multi-task
model which can use easily obtained information from prod-
uct pages to infer labels in multiple product categories. We
show that this approach can learn from potentially noisy on-
line signals to infer third-party sustainability categorizations.

Integrating Machine Learning with LCA. While work on
scaling LCA to perform on new products with limited human
supervision is very sparse, there is a more active area of di-
rectly integrating machine learning into the work-flow of hu-
man LCA analysts. Wistoff et al. utilized machine learning
to score products by various LCA metrics given physical at-
tributes [Wisthoff et al., 2016]. This approach is promising
as a tool within LCA, however it requires data not available
from online shopping sites. Satinet and Fouss select meaning-
ful life cycle characteristics, integrate them with the results of
LCAs from 75 clothing products and further apply 9 super-
vised machine learning algorithms to classify products’ sus-
tainability [Satinet and Fouss, 2022]. However, their focus is
mainly on the clothing industry; in addition, the LCA results
are not available online. Bracke et al. select sustainability-
related parameters of devices, applying cluster analytics to
identify those devices with similar features and further utiliz-
ing data envelopment analysis (DEA) to extrapolate the en-
ergy efficiency of these devices [Bracke et al., 2017]. They
mainly focus on electronic devices with physical device pa-
rameters which could be hard to collect in practice.

9 Conclusion
In order to promote sustainable consumption we must be able
to assess the sustainability of different products. While gold
standards like LCA can do this reliably, they cannot do it at
scale. We show that AI models can infer sustainability scores
from conflicting signals in the online shopping environment.
We propose this as a first step for developing open data sets
which can be used in conjunction with machine learning mod-
els, to communicate high standards of sustainability at scale.

This work relies on a single metric of sustainability. Sur-
prisingly, there are only a few open-source datasets contain-
ing fine-grained information on environmental metrics which
can be mapped to products found on popular shopping plat-
forms. As a next step, we are developing a method for col-
lecting fine-grained environmental indicators in online mar-
ketplaces. These indicators can be used to infer more nuanced
measures of sustainability. Finally, we stress that although we
have focused on AI’s ability to discover relevant sustainabil-
ity information to inform responsible consumption, we also
believe it can be used to avoid consumption.
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